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Introduction:  With the advent of NASA’s lunar re-

connaissance orbiter (LRO) [1, 2], a large amount of 

data has been collected to characterize the moon’s sur-

face. One of the most important roles of LRO is to iden-

tify elevations of lunar surface and construct the digital 

terrain models (DTMs) by using data obtained from the 

lunar orbiter laser altimeter (LOLA) measures and the 

Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC). Alt-

hough LOLA provides a global topographic model, 

LOLA-only DTMs only have 1024 pixel per degree 

(~30m at the equator) resolution. On the other hand, 

LROC can construct high-resolution (~5m at the equa-

tion) local DTMs by using stereo data from two narrow 

angle cameras (NACs) [3]. However, during the stereo-

matching process, NAC DTMs often have NoData gap 

regions due to the shadows. Existing approaches often 

filled those gaps using low-resolution LOLA data [4] or 

interpolation, but we suggest improved data-driven ap-

proach to reconstruct gaps in NAC DTMs preserving 

high-resolution by using Gaussian process latent varia-

ble model (GP-LVM). We also suggest optimization ap-

proach to further improve reconstructed DTMs’ quality. 

 

Data Set:  We applied proposed method onto two 

adjacent 250px×250px (1.25km×1.25km) DTMs (y∗ ) 

near Apollo 17 landing site (20.0°N and 30.4°E). The 

NoData gaps (yu
∗ ) are 11890 pixels (~ 0.3 km2). The 

training data (Y) of NAC DTMs are obtained near the 

target region (19.8-20.1°N and 30.2-30.6°E; Fig. 1).  

By rotating training DTMs, data augmentation has been 

done to retain a variety of data set and improve recon-

struction accuracy. Total 182108 training data are ini-

tially generated. LROC images used for training and test 

data are at wms.lroc.asu.edu/lroc. 

 

Algorithms:  GP-LVM is unsupervised learning ap-

proach using Gaussian process (GP) suggested by [5]. 

GP-LVM has been widely used to design probabilistic 

mapping between high-dimensional data and lower-di-

mensional latent space (X). GP-LVM is formulated as: 
 

p(Y|X) = ∏ 𝑁(𝑦𝑑|0, 𝐾𝑁𝑁 + 𝛽−1𝐼𝑁)
𝐷
𝑑=1              (1) 

 

where yd is dth dimension values of Y and 𝐾𝑁𝑁 + 𝛽−1𝐼𝑁 

is GP covariance matrix among latent space. GP covar-

iance matrix is often designed by automatic relevance 

determination (ARD) squared exponential (SE) kernel 

function: 
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where 𝜎0  and 𝜆𝑑  are kernel hyperparameters that GP-

LVM should learn. GP-LVM can be trained by maxim-

izing the variational lower bound of the model for given 

training data. Since derivatives of the lower bound for 

each hyperparameter are analytically tractable, scaled 

conjugated gradient method is used for optimization in 

this work. 

For any given test DTMs with NoData gaps, we can 

find the optimal vector x∗ in the latent space that repre-

sents observed components (y𝑜
∗ = y∗ − 𝑦𝑢

∗) by maxim-

izing approximate marginal likelihood p(y𝑜
∗ |𝑌). Then, 

by using GP-LVM and multi-variate normal theory, 

probabilistic reconstruction of NoData gaps in NAC 

DTMs is achieved. The reconstruction results are shown 

in Fig. 2. 

GP-LVM only approach does not guarantee to recon-

struct continuous DTMs along the contour of gaps. To 

solve the problem, the optimization technique is applied 

considering two aspects: (1) final reconstruction values 

should be close to the output from GP-LVM as much as 

possible, and (2) elevation values in DTMs should be 

continuous (i.e. there are upper bounds for absolute val-

ues of the derivatives). Finally, we optimize recon-

structed DTMs through following linearly constrained 

quadratic programming with linear constraints for re-

constructed regions: 
 Figure 1. DTMs used for training data. Squared region 

is test region to be reconstructed. 
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yu
∗ = argmin

𝑦
∑ ‖𝑦𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑦𝑖,𝑗

𝐺𝑃𝐿𝑉𝑀‖𝑖,𝑗 𝑠. 𝑡.             (3) 

|𝑦𝑖−1,𝑗 − 𝑦𝑖+1,𝑗|,|𝑦𝑖,𝑗−1 − 𝑦𝑖,𝑗+1| ≤ 𝑈𝑖,𝑗
(1)

 

|𝑦𝑖−1,𝑗 − 2𝑦𝑖,𝑗 + 𝑦𝑖+1,𝑗|,|𝑦𝑖,𝑗−1 − 2𝑦𝑖,𝑗 + 𝑦𝑖,𝑗+1| ≤ 𝑈𝑖,𝑗
(2)

 

 

where 𝑈(1) and 𝑈(2) are upper bounds for first and sec-

ond derivatives, respectively. Upper bounds can be ar-

bitrarily selected by user experience. In fact, selecting 

proper values are also additional topic to be studied. In 

this work, we determined the value as the maximum de-

rivative values around the test region. Overall algorithm 

flow is as illustrated in Algorithm 1. The comparison 

between GP-LVM only and optimized reconstruction 

results are as shown in Fig. 3, representing smoother re-

constructions for NAC DTMs. 

 

Alogorithm 1. Reconstructions of NAC DTM 

1: Choose a N samples among Y. Let them Y𝑁. 

2: Train GP-LVM with Y𝑁. 

3: Find  x∗ maximizing p(yo
∗|x∗) by GP-LVM. 

4: Reconstruction NAC DTMs with output yu
∗  

mapped from x∗ via GP-LVM. 

5: Optimize reconstructions by (3). 

a) Samples are often chosen by neighborhoods of test data, y∗. 

 

Conclusion: High-resolution reconstruction ap-

proach for NoData Gaps in NAC DTMs was proposed 

by using GP-LVM. Suggested reconstruction method 

still preserves high-resolution of original NAC DTMs. 

Quality of reconstructed regions in NAC DTMs were 

further improved by optimization restricting the first 

and second order derivative values. 

In future, more accurate machine learning models 

such as deep Gaussian processes can be applied. An-

other interesting topic is to suggest more sophisticated 

optimization formulation by integrating LOLA DTMs 

as well. 
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Figure 3. Improvement via optimization. The top image 

is a GP-LVM only reconstruction result, while the bot-

tom is a result of optimization. 

Figure 2. Reconstruction via GP-LVM. 

Squared region is shown in Fig. 3. 
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